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Executive Summary

Systems medicine requires the accurate identification of genes and pathways that
mechanistically define a disease phenotype. While biomarker signatures derived from singleomics analyses have proven useful for disease diagnosis and prognosis, they rarely explain the
underlying mechanism. We developed Grand Forest, an ensemble learning method that
extends Random Forests and integrates experimental data with molecular interaction
networks to discover relevant endophenotypes and their defining molecular subnetworks.
These endophenotypes represent patient-specific subnetworks or pathways. Through it’s web
interface, Grand Forest also provides functionality for follow-up analyses and identification of
drug targets enriched in identified endohpenotypes. The Grand Forest algorithm will be
integrated into our Cytoscape App CypoTrial for straight-forward access to the wealth of data
and networks we host in the REPO-TRIAL DB. A manuscript describing GrandForest is currently
under review in Systems Medicine and this report is largely based on this manuscript.

2.

Deliverable report

We developed Grand Forest (Graph-guided Random Forest), a novel kind of module discovery
method. A key aspect is the integration of omics data with networks. When building the forest
of decision trees, each tree is enforced to represent a randomly sampled subnetwork from
the whole network and consecutive splits within the tree have to be direct neighbors in said
subnetwork. The estimated feature importance then allows to extract a highly connected gene
set that explains the phenotype under scrutiny. The subnetwork induced by the most
important genes is then extracted and returned as result. Figure 1 provides an overview of the
unsupervised algorithm for de novo endophenotyping.
Grand Forest is freely available at https://grandforest.compbio.sdu.dk where we provide the
source code, a package for the R programming language and an easy-to-use online analysis
platform. The web server allows users to upload a gene expression data set and analyze their
data using two different workflows: an supervised workflow and an unsupervised workflow.
Users can either use one of the provided gene interaction networks or upload their own
network. Enrichment analysis tools are provided for both workflows, to enable searching for
overrepresented Gene Ontology terms, pathways and disease associations among the extract
genes. Even the extraction and visualization of networks of drugs and miRNAs targeting the
genes in a module, to search for potentially druggable targets, is possible. See Figure 2 for a
graphical overview. We will also integrate the developed algorithm into our Cytoscape App
CypoTrial for easy access to the wealth of data and network we host in the REPO-TRIAL DB.
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Figure 1: Overview of the
unsupervised Grand Forest
workflow. A model is trained to
recognize unlabeled patients
from a generated background
distribution. From the trained
model highly informative genes
are then selected and used to
stratify the patients into groups
with different endophenotype.

Figure 2: Overview of key features of Grand Forest web server. (a) Main panel of the
supervised analysis. (b) Dot plot visualizing enrichment results. (c) A drug (blue nodes) -target
(red nodes) network. (d) Survival curves comparing de novo endophenotypes to known disease
subtypes.
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Tables and other supporting documents where applicable and necessary

n/a
4.
Conclusion
We developed a new method for disease-gene module discovery by integrating genomic
profiling data with molecular interactions networks. We also introduce the first networkbased de novo endophenotyping methodology, allowing analysis on unlabelled data. We
provide a comprehensive web server in order to make our methodology easily available to
researchers and will integrate it into the REPO-TRIAL DB framework.
5.
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